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         UNITED STATES OF AMERICA 
    DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION 
          OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

  WASHINGTON, D.C. 

Issued by the Department of Transportation 
on the 11th day of August, 2023 

Served: August 11, 2023 

In the matter of 

14 CFR Part 213 Phase 2 Amendment of Order 2020-6-1 
regarding: 

Air China Limited d/b/a Air China; Beijing 
Capital Airlines Co., Ltd.; China Eastern Airlines 
Corporation Limited; China Southern Airlines 
Company Limited; Hainan Airlines Holding Co. 
Ltd.; Sichuan Airlines Co., Ltd.; and Xiamen 
Airlines  

    Docket DOT-OST-2020-0052 

ORDER AMENDING 14 CFR PART 213 ORDER 2020-6-1 

Summary 

As discussed below, the U.S. Department of Transportation (the Department) is further 
modifying the decision reached under 14 CFR Part 213 in Order 2020-6-1 to permit the  
above-captioned combination carriers of China to operate additional weekly round-trip scheduled 
passenger flights to and from the United States.  Effective September 1, 2023, the specified 
Chinese carriers may operate, in the aggregate, a total of eighteen (18) weekly round-trip 
scheduled passenger flights to and from the United States.  Effective October 29, 2023, the 
specified Chinese carriers may operate, in the aggregate, a total of twenty four (24) weekly 
round-trip scheduled passenger flights to and from the United States.   

Background 

On June 3, 2020, the Department issued Order 2020-6-1, concluding that the Government of 
China had, over the objections of the U.S. Government, impaired the operating rights of U.S. 



carriers and denied U.S. air carriers the fair and equal opportunity to exercise their operating 
rights under the U.S.-China Civil Air Transport Agreement (the Agreement).1  The Chinese 
Government restrictions were embodied in a March 26, 2020 Notice issued by the Civil Aviation 
Administration of China (CAAC).  Accordingly, the Department issued Order 2020-6-1 to 
suspend all Chinese carrier scheduled passenger air services between the United States and 
China, effective as of June 16, 2020, or immediately upon affirmative approval by the President.   
 
In a series of follow-on actions, the Department amended Order 2020-6-1 to provide for 
incremental increases in the aggregate total of U.S.-China frequencies that Chinese combination 
carriers were permitted to operate.2  These actions were each taken in response to CAAC 
permitting similar incremental aggregate increases in the U.S.-China services operated by U.S. 
combination carriers.  
 
On December 30, 2022, CAAC advised the Department by letter of its announcement dated 
December 28, 2022, regarding “Measures for Resuming International Passenger Flights,” 
whereby starting from January 8, 2023, both Chinese and foreign airlines could resume their 
flights as per the Agreement, with the temporary restrictions on the number of international 
passenger flights and limitation on passenger load factors lifted.  Specifically, CAAC advised 
that, as of January 8, carriers may resume all flights operated during the IATA Northern Winter 
2019 traffic season, and may apply to add any additional flights during the Northern Summer 
2023 traffic season which began on March 26, 2023.  Certain restrictions, such as the allocation 
of new slots, remained in place.  Following the removal of China’s pandemic-related restrictions, 
American began operating two additional weekly Dallas/Ft. Worth-Shanghai flights in March 
2023, bringing the aggregate weekly total of permitted U.S. combination services to twelve. 
 
Notwithstanding the CAAC’s December 28 announcement lifting certain COVID-related 
restrictions that it had imposed on services in the U.S.-China market, those restrictions had a 
devastating effect on the U.S.-China air transport market.  For a prolonged duration, CAAC 
unilaterally abridged the rights of U.S. carriers under the Agreement and the Chinese 
Government imposed other travel-related requirements that severely disrupted the market and 
depressed demand. 
 
However, the Department also recognized that the removal of certain COVID-related restrictions 
by CAAC was a long-awaited positive step for the U.S.-China passenger services market, and, 
on May 3, 2023, responded by issuing Order 2023-5-6, to authorize an increase of authorized 
Chinese-carrier weekly round-trip scheduled passenger flights to and from the United States to 
an aggregate total of twelve, the same number being operated in the U.S.-China market by U.S. 
carriers.  As to the prospect for further service increases in the market, the Department 
determined at that time that, in light of the long-term harm to the market caused by the CAAC 
actions, the public interest would be best served overall by a balanced and incremental reopening 
of the U.S.-China air transport market, so as to ensure an orderly normalization of services and 
the overarching aviation relationship between the United States and China as governed by the 
Agreement.  In that connection, in Order 2023-5-6 we also stated our intention to continue to 
assess how and when to further modify our Part 213 posture as regards additional service 

 
1 The Department fully set forth the basis for its conclusions in Order 2020-6-1, and before that in Order 2020-5-4. 
2 See Orders 2020-6-3, 2020-6-6, and 2020-8-6. 



increases in a manner that offers an equitable and competitive operating environment for our air 
carriers and provides for the “reasonable balance of rights and benefits between both Parties” 
called for in the Agreement.   
 
Department Notice Approving Certain Schedules 
 
Subsequent to our issuance of Order 2023-5-6 that increased authorized Chinese carrier services 
to an aggregate total of twelve weekly round-trip passenger flights to and from the United States, 
on May 18, 2023, we issued a Notice in this Docket approving certain schedules filed by Chinese 
carriers for those twelve weekly flights.  Specifically, that Notice approved the schedules for the 
original eight weekly flights that were already in operation by Chinese carriers prior to the 
issuance of Order 2023-5-6, as well as for the four additional weekly flights authorized by Order 
2023-5-6.  The currently approved twelve Chinese-carrier weekly services are summarized again 
here:   
 

Air China 
 
Authorized prior to Order 2023-5-6: 
 
(CA987) 1x weekly Beijing (PEK)-Los Angeles (LAX) service departing PEK on Sunday 
(CA988) 1x weekly Los Angeles (LAX)-Beijing (PEK) service departing LAX on Sunday  
 
(CA769) 1x weekly Shenzhen (SZX)-Los Angeles (LAX) service departing SZX on Tuesday 
(CA770) 1x weekly Los Angeles (LAX)-Shenzhen (SZX) service departing LAX on Tuesday 
 
Authorized after Order 2023-5-6: 
 
(CA981) 1x weekly Beijing (PEK)-New York (JFK) service departing PEK on Friday3 
(CA982) 1x weekly New York (JFK)-Beijing (PEK) service departing JFK on Sunday 
 

China Eastern 
 
Authorized prior to Order 2023-5-6: 
 
(MU587) 2x weekly Shanghai (PVG)-New York (JFK) service departing PVG on Monday and 
Tuesday 
(MU588) 2x weekly New York (JFK)-Shanghai (PVG) service departing JFK on Monday and 
Wednesday 
 
Authorized after Order 2023-5-6: 
 
(MU583) 1x weekly Shanghai (PVG)-Los Angeles (LAX) service departing PVG on Saturday 
(MU586) 1x weekly Los Angeles (LAX)-Shanghai (PVG) service departing LAX on Sunday  

 
3 The Department initially approved Air China’s schedule for CA981 to depart Beijing (PEK) on Saturday.  On May 
26, 2023, in this Docket the Department approved a schedule change request from Air China to shift CA981 to a 
weekly Friday departure. 



 
China Southern 

 
Authorized prior to Order 2023-5-6: 
 
(CZ327) 1x weekly Guangzhou (CAN)-Los Angeles (LAX) service departing CAN on Saturday 
(CZ328) 1x weekly Los Angeles (LAX)-Guangzhou (CAN) service departing LAX on Sunday 
 
(CZ699) 1x weekly Guangzhou (CAN)-New York (JFK) service departing CAN on Thursday 
(CZ600) 1x weekly New York (JFK)-Guangzhou (CAN) service departing JFK on Saturday 
 
Authorized after Order 2023-5-6: 
 
(CZ327) 1x weekly Guangzhou (CAN)-Los Angeles (LAX) service departing CAN on Monday 
(CZ328) 1x weekly Los Angeles (LAX)-Guangzhou (CAN) service departing LAX on Tuesday 
 

Xiamen Airlines 
 
Authorized prior to Order 2023-5-6: 
 
(MF829) 2x weekly Xiamen (XMN)-Los Angeles (LAX) service departing XMN on Thursday 
and Sunday 
(MF830) 2x weekly Los Angeles (LAX)-Xiamen (XMN) service departing LAX on Monday and 
Friday 
 
Authorized after Order 2023-5-6: 
 
(MF829) 1x weekly Xiamen (XMN)-Los Angeles (LAX) service departing XMN on Tuesday  
(MF830) 1x weekly Los Angeles (LAX)-Xiamen (XMN) service departing LAX on Wednesday 
 
The Department reiterates that, pursuant to the terms of our previous orders in this docket, the 
schedules for these twelve weekly flights may not be modified unless expressly authorized by the 
Department.   
 
Decision 
 
The Department has continued to assess market conditions and other factors associated with our 
Part 213 posture, with the overall goal of, as stated previously in Order 2023-5-6 and repeated 
above, ensuring an equitable and competitive operating environment for U.S. air carriers while 
providing for the “reasonable balance of rights and benefits between both Parties” called for in 
the Agreement.  In that regard, we have determined that the public interest now requires a fifth 
modification of Order 2020-6-1, to permit the above-captioned combination carriers of China, in 
accordance with the schedules that have been and/or will be filed as required by Order 2020-5-4 
and are approved by the Department, to operate additional weekly round-trip scheduled 
passenger flights to and from the United States.  Specifically, effective September 1, 2023, the 
specified Chinese carriers may operate, in the aggregate, a total of eighteen (18) weekly round-



trip scheduled passenger flights to and from the United States.  Effective October 29, 2023, the 
specified Chinese carriers may operate, in the aggregate, a total of twenty-four (24) weekly 
round-trip scheduled passenger flights to and from the United States.4    
 
As the Department stated in Order 2020-6-1, our overriding goal is an improved environment 
wherein the carriers of both parties are able to exercise fully their bilateral rights to maintain a 
competitive balance and fair and equal opportunity among U.S. and Chinese air carriers.  We 
reiterate our finding that the long-term negative impact of the CAAC limitations over three years 
continues to call for an incremental return to services in the U.S.-China combination services 
market.  In that regard, we hope to continue to maintain an ongoing and productive dialogue with 
CAAC with the goal of continuing a gradual, broader reopening of the U.S.-China air services 
market.   
 
ACCORDINGLY, 
 
1.  We modify Order 2020-6-1 to permit, effective September 1, 2023, in the aggregate and 
subject to the limitations and schedule approval requirements outlined above, eighteen (18) 
weekly round-trip scheduled passenger operations to be operated by the above captioned Chinese 
carriers in accordance with the schedules filed pursuant to Order 2020-5-4; 
 
2.  We modify Order 2020-6-1 to permit, effective October 29, 2023, in the aggregate and 
subject to the limitations and schedule approval requirements outlined above, twenty-four (24) 
weekly round-trip scheduled passenger operations to be operated by the above captioned Chinese 
carriers in accordance with the schedules filed pursuant to Order 2020-5-4; 
 
3.  For the services specified in ordering paragraphs 1 and 2, we direct Air China Limited d/b/a 
Air China; Beijing Capital Airlines Co., Ltd.; China Eastern Airlines Corporation Limited; China 
Southern Airlines Company Limited; Hainan Airlines Holding Co. Ltd.; Sichuan Airlines Co., 
Ltd.; and Xiamen Airlines, as appropriate, to file proposed schedules in Docket DOT-OST-2020-
0052 for Department consideration;5 
 
4.  We may amend, modify, or revoke this Order at any time and without hearing; and  
 
5.  We will serve this Order on Air China Limited d/b/a Air China; Beijing Capital Airlines Co., 
Ltd.; China Eastern Airlines Corporation Limited; China Southern Airlines Company Limited; 
Hainan Airlines Holding Co. Ltd.; Sichuan Airlines Co., Ltd.; and Xiamen Airlines; all 

 
4 By Orders 2020-6-12 and 2020-7-19, the Department disapproved all proposed schedules filed by the captioned 
Chinese carriers, including on a prospective basis any schedules that may have been filed after the issuance of those 
orders.  As noted above, on May 18, 2023, the Department then approved specific schedules for the currently 
authorized twelve weekly Chinese-carrier services.  Following the filing of additional schedules by Chinese carriers 
in response to this instant order as required by Order 2020-5-4, we intend to issue another Notice or Notices, as 
required, to identify the specific schedules that we are approving with this Order.  We will consider, as required, 
waivers to the 30-day advance filing requirement for those new schedules.  Any schedules not explicitly approved 
by the Department, whether filed in response to Department Notice or otherwise, will be deemed to be disapproved 
absent further action by the Department.    
5 As noted above, the Department intends to take separate actions to explicitly specify the schedules for the services 
that we will approve.  We also note that on August 10, 2023, Air China Limited d/b/a Air China and China Eastern 
Airlines Corporation Limited filed their latest proposed schedules in Docket DOT-OST-2020-0052. 



certificated U.S. carriers operating large aircraft; the Embassy of the People’s Republic of China 
in Washington, D.C.; the Civil Aviation Administration of China (CAAC); the Department of 
State; the Transportation Security Administration; and the Federal Aviation Administration. 
 
By: 
 
 

Carol A. (Annie) Petsonk 
Assistant Secretary  

Aviation and International Affairs 
 
(SEAL) 
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